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DAV school has always believed in shaping up a bright future for the students; be it morally or literary. Here, 

we all strive to imbibe good moral values by blending the traditional and modern ways, in our students so that 

they stand high in character because it is the need of the hour. Knowledge and moral values go hand in hand. 

Value-based education is essential to develop an individual and help lifelong in many ways. It gives a positive 

direction to the students to shape their future and even helps them to know the purpose of their life. Value 

education also helps the students to become more and more responsible and sensible.  

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.” 

 

Keeping this in mind activities were conducted virtually for the students of classes VI-VIII. These activities 

helped the children to speak-up their ideas and thoughts about various personalities. These activities had three 

categories: 

 

1. ‘TALK SHOW’ – THE VALUE THAT I LEARNT FROM THE FOLLOWING PERSONALITIES. 

 (Mother Teresa /Shravan Kumar / Swami Vivekanand / Swami Dayanand Saraswati/Gandhiji / Dr 

A.P.J. Abdul Kalam )  

2. “MONO ACTING” on any moral value.  

(Mono acting is a small act where one person imitating all characters of a scene or a situation or a story 

just by switching position and delivers the dialogue in little variation.)  

3. “POEM RECITATION” on any moral value.  

(Self-composed poem recitation on any moral value) 

Students participated enthusiastically for all the three categories. The time limit for every activity was 2 

minutes. Students were able to justify the given time and make the most use of it. They were judged on 

the basis of different criteria for different activities.  

 

Overall, the students enjoyed all the activities in both ways- as the performers and as the audience. 

 

 

 

 



 

              

 

                                                              
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          


